POWERFORWARD Flex Services
Evolve your GCP operating model
Chart your path to operating model maturity and accelerate your journey with SADA as your guide. Flex Services
acts as your cloud adoption sherpa, leading you through the long-haul transformation of your applications,
infrastructure, and internal processes while managing and supporting your GCP environment. We empower you
to continually challenge the status quo and drive innovation with experimentation. Achieving DevOps maturity
requires a commitment to iterative improvement. We’ll get you there faster so you can profit from the benefits of
the cloud sooner.
Key features

/ 24x7 access to a team of GCP experts
/ Proactive response and remediation
/ Simplify management and capture GCP’s full
benefits

/ Faster implementation and innovation
/ Track progress towards industry-standard OKRs
/ Transition ownership of your mature operation to
your own team seamlessly

Flex Services journey
Your needs are dynamic and change over time, which is why Flex Services is highly adaptable to any business
and technological solution. We chart the course and help you get there in three stages of transformation:
Operational foundations

Operational maturity

Operational innovation

Establish the most essential
practices, blueprints, and
tooling as scaffolding from
which to build and grow.

Build a DevOps platform,
refactor your applications to
unlock the power of cloud
technologies, and automate
security.

Connect business
outcomes to IT operations
by using systems
telemetry to measure
business performance.
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Flex Services advantage

/ Full-stack support

/ Engineering flexibility

/ Business adaptability

/ Engineering efficiency

Investigate and identify performance issues all
the way down to individual lines of code

Continue using your existing tooling, processes,
and providers

/ Customer affinity

Your Flex Services team is assigned to work
with you throughout the life of our partnership

Use engineering time for any task, transformation,
or operation

Second-by-second tracking of engineering time

/ Engineering elasticity

Scale hourly commitments up or down monthly

>

“It’s important to find partners that can support Quantum Metric’s accelerated growth,
given the increasing importance of delivering digital products with greater impact, speed,
and confidence. As such, we’ve made a five-year commitment to Google Cloud through
SADA, given their technical expertise and the strong relationship SADA has established
with the Google Cloud team.”
Mario Ciabarra
CEO and Founder | Quantum Metric

Partner with the best
At SADA, we climb every mountain, clear every hurdle, and turn the improbable into
possible – over and over again. Simply put, we propel your organization forward.
It’s not enough to migrate to the cloud, it’s what you do once you’re there. Accelerating
application development. Advancing productivity and collaboration. Using your data
as a competitive edge. When it comes to Google Cloud, we’re not an add-on, we’re a
must-have, driving the business performance of our clients with its power.
Beyond our expertise and experience, what sets us apart is our people. It’s the spirit
that carried us from scrappy origins as one of the Google Cloud launch partners to an
award-winning global partner year after year. With a client list that spans healthcare,
media and entertainment, retail, manufacturing, public sector and digital natives – we
simply get the job done, every step of the way.

A few of
our clients
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